
H OT spring resort towns nation-
wide have been hit hard by a spate

of revelations that inns and hotels in hot
spring resorts have been cheating cus-
tomers by passing off heated-up tap
water as natural hot spring water.  The
scandal surfaced in July when some hot
spring facilities in Shirahone, Nagano
Prefecture, were found to be using spa
powders to make heated tap water milky
to make it look like natural spa water.
Other famous hot springs were also
found to be involved in similar scandals.
Japan’s local tourism industry has tried
to lure tourists, saying, “Please unwind
at a hot spring.”  But the bubbling up of
scandals has brought to light moral
degeneration among owners of hot
spring facilities and inadequate ways of

disclosing information on the ingredi-
ents of hot spring waters.  The heated
debate over the nation’s hot springs is
expected to continue.

The Shirahone scandal prompted local
governments and hot spring towns and
villages across Japan to start investiga-
tions in order to keep tourist suspicions
from spreading.  But the investigations
revealed that some inns in Ikaho town,
Gunma Prefecture, had passed off heat-
ed-up tap water as natural hot spring
water.  It was also found that an inn in
Yugawara town, Kanagawa Prefecture,
was collecting a bathing tax from visitors
despite having offered tap water.  The
revelations amplified tourist distrust in
hot springs.

The number of inns and hotels

increased rapidly during the hot spring
boom.  This, combined with diversified
tourist demand for open-air and in-
room baths, made it difficult for hot
spring facilities to secure a sufficient
amount of hot spring water, analysts say.
Although the Hot Spring Law makes
ingredient analysis and certification
obligatory for the source water, it does
not do so for the water at the point of
use, such as in the inns’ baths.  And as
documents showing source ingredient
analyses have no time limit, some that
are decades old continue to be posted at
many facilities.  In order to restore pub-
lic trust in hot springs, measures need to
be taken to make it mandatory for the
owners of hot spring facilities to post
such analyses appropriately.

Hot Spa Towns and Villages Rocked 
by Water Scandal
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P RIME Minister Koizumi Junichiro,
who has placed the privatization of

postal services at the top of his structural
reform program since taking office in
April 2001, obtained Cabinet approval
on Sept. 10 of basic guidelines to priva-
tize Japan’s postal system, clearing the
way for Japan Post to be split into four
companies.  The four firms will be
placed under a holding company when
the process begins in April 2007 and
inherit Japan Post-run services – mail
delivery, postal savings, kampo or life
insurance and management of over-the-
counter services at post offices nation-
wide.

Despite the Cabinet action, many
lawmakers of Koizumi’s Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP) are persistently
opposed to splitting Japan Post into
four firms, saying mail delivery, postal
savings and kampo services should
remain united when the privatization

process starts.  Japan Post President
Ikuta Masaharu also said a division of
Japan Post before 2008 is technically
impossible because the integration of
computer systems will take at least three
years.  But Koizumi did not budge
from the April 2007 split in the face of
mounting pressure from the ruling LDP
mainly because Japan Post would
become a mammoth private corpora-
tion unless it is split into four compa-
nies, and may drive private-sector com-
panies into a tight corner – a scenario
that would raise questions about the
advisability of postal privatization itself.
The splitting of Japan Post is also
aimed at raising the efficiency of each
postal service and keeping losses in mail
delivery from adversely affecting postal
savings, the balance of which stands at
about ¥230 tri l l ion – a size huge
enough to affect the very foundation of
the nation’s financial system.

Now that the blueprint for postal
privatization has been approved, pub-
lic attention is shifting to how to
secure fair competition between the
privatized postal companies and exist-
ing private firms.  The private banking
industry is concerned that the postal
savings system would become a mega-
bank after it is privatized and weigh
down private financial institutions,
particularly regional ones.  Private
transport companies are also finding it
hard to make inroads into the mail-
delivery business.  The main aim of
privatization is to spur competition
between private-sector businesses and
thus revitalize the Japanese economy.
The decision on the splitting of postal
services marks a major step forward
but still represents the first step toward
the sweeping reform of the postal
administration.

Japan Post to be Split into Four Firms
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